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CONTROVERSIES INVOLVING TUέFAT AL-RߥGHIBƮN
Abstract. The article argues the authorship of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn fi bayƗn ۊaqƯqat al-ƯmƗn [“A Gift Addressed to those Desirous of an Exposition of the Essence of the Muslim Faith and that which Corrupts It, with Respect to the Apostasy of the Apostates”], one of the works of famous Malay Islamic religious scholar ‘ulamƗ’ ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ who appeared in the focus of a controversial discussion of contemporary scholars. Some scholars proposed the opinion that Tuۊfat was written by shaykh
Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ. First of all, this writing reflects the polemics of different scholars but it is also an attempt to reveal the authenticity of this manuscript as al-PalimbƗnƯ's work since it obviously contains his original way of thinking and intellectual characteristics.
Known as a translator of the famous al-GhazƗlƯ treatises he was also attracted much by the mystical ideas of Ibn ‘ArabƯ. Some of
his works represent the synthesis of the two different schools of thoughts. Al-PalimbƗnƯ's typical characteristic of works is on translation and adjusted adaptation clearly reflected not only in his major works like Sayr al-sƗlikƯn (“Mystical Path for Travelers”) and
HidƗyat al-sƗlikƯn (“Directions for Travelers on the Mystical Path”) but also in Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. Besides, the article touches on
the problems of standards of Islamic writing, precisely ڣanafƯ tradition.
Keywords: Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn, ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ, Sufism in Indonesia, Islamic legal tradition of ڣanafism,
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Polemics Around Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn
One of the most outstanding ڦǌfƯ scholars in the Archipelago is shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ [1] due to his
vital role in Islamic transformation and widespreading of
Sufism from the Arabian Peninsula to Southeast Asia region. ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ's strong influence
shows the existence of intense interaction between two
intellectual traditions in Islamic world i. e. ڣaramayn,
particularly Mecca and Medina as the centre of Islamic
science and knowledge and the countries in the Southeast
Asia in the 12th / 18th century, especially the Sultanate
Palembang Darussalam in Sumatera island [2].

Through the network of Jawi community commonly
known as JamƗ‘at al-JƗwiyyƯn or AκۊƗb al-JƗwiyyƯn
where various Islamic traditions interacted and were
transformed to be a widespread cosmopolitan Islamic
tradition [3] — shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ contributed to the development of the 12th /18th century
Sufism strengthening the murshƯd — murƯd (instructor — disciple) relationship throughout the Southeast
Asia, Arabian-Persian region up to Africa [4]. In this
context it was not exaggeration when Martin van Bruinessen distinguished ‘Abd al-ৡamad to be the most edu-
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cated religious scholar of Malay-Archipelago ৡǌfƯ [5]
milleu. Likewise, Azyumardi Azra [6] asserted that ‘Abd
al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ was the pioneer among the Malay-Archipelago ‘ulamƗ’ who was recorded and reported
in the Arabic scriptures tabaqat.
Ironically, although shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ had a remarkable intellectual career, not
all of his works acquired equal recognition by the Islamic scholars. In the last decade, the authorship of one
of his works was debated. Some researchers expressed
the opinion that the book entitled Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn fƯ
BayƗn ηakƯkat al-ƯmƗn al-mu’minƯn wa-mƗ yufsiduhu fƯ
riddat al-murtaddƯn [“A Gift Addressed to those Desirous of an Exposition of the Essence of the Muslim
Faith and that which Corrupts It, with Respect to the
Apostasy of the Apostates”] was written by shaykh Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ [7], instead of ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ.
Nowadays, besides various scripts found in Surabaya
and Banjarmasin, there are two copies of manuscripts of
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn: one copy is preserved in National
Library of Jakarta [8]. It was described by Van
Ronkel [9], but without any indication of the authorship.
The other copy belongs to the collection of Van Doorninck from the Institute of Oriental Manuscripts in
St. Petersburg, Russian Academy of Sciences [10]. The
other four copies of this text can be found in the General
Office of Islamic Exhibition (Pejabat Am Balai Pameran
Islam bagian Hal Ehwal Islam Jabatan Perdana Menteri)
or BAHEIS in Malaysia (call Nos. ML 115, ML 267,
ML 487, ML 650), besides four manuscripts are kept in
the Centre of Malay Manuscripts of the State Library of
Malaysia or Pusat Manuskrip Melayu Perpustakaan Negara Malaysia (call Nos. MS 5, MS 309, MS 506,
MS 455), and two private manuscripts belong to Kemas
H. Andi Syarifuddin's collections (30 MS) are in the
possession of Umariyah Library in Palembang, South
Sumatera. In addition, there is a copy of St. Petersburg
manuscript kept in the Library of Leiden University, the
Netherlands [11]. Like most works of the ‘ulamƗ’ of
Nusantara composed during the period from the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, these works were written
in the Malay language using Arabic script or the
so-called Jawi.
Regarding to the printed publications of this treatise
and the origin of the manuscripts of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn
mentioned above, one can see the recent research by
Noorhaidi Hasan [12], and also by Mujiburrahman [13].
(Both articles concluded that the true author of the book
is not shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ, but shaykh
Muতammad Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ. Mujiburrahman underlined, that the authorship of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is controversial, but there is strong evidence that it was written by
Muতammad Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ. Furthermore he explained, that the question of the authorship of Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn emerged among the Banjarese intellectuals
after the publication of M. Chatib Quzwain's dissertation [14]. Referring to two earlier works by Dutch scholars, P. Voorhoeve [15] and Drewes [16], M. Chatib
Quzwain argues that Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is the work of
al-PalimbƗnƯ.
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Regarding to the controversial position, expressed by
Ashwadie Shukur's [17] in his report, Mujiburrahman's
expressed his opinion. As he explains:
Noteworthy that almost all of the arguments analyzed
in Noorhaidi Hasan's work are the same as those in Ashwadie Shukur's work. It seems that the only new argument
from Hasan is that, a Malaysian scholar, Wan Mohd.
Shagir Abdullah wrote that DƗwǌd al-PatanƯ (1740—1847)
mentioned Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn as the work of al-BanjƗrƯ. If
this information is true, argues Hasan, then it is an early
piece of evidence that the author of the work is al-BanjƗrƯ
because DƗwǌd al-PatanƯ was al-BanjƗrƯ's friend when both
studied at Mecca [18].

According to the opinion of such scholars as
P. Voorhoeve [19], G. W. J. Drewes [20], Vladimir
I. Braginsky [21], M. Chatib Quzwai [22], Azyumardi
Azra [23] and Teuku Iskandar [24] Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is
one of the works of shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ,
and not Muতammad Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ's. Furthermore,
some other previous researchers also revealed similar
findings, e. g. the one conducted by Nyimas Umi Kalsum as her graduate thesis, proves that the content of the
manuscript was part of intellectual heritage of shaykh
‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ [25].
In one of the articles by Russian scholar I. Katkova
the authorship of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is also proposed as
a work by shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ [26].
Similarly, Mal An Abdullah, a researcher from Palembang also confirmed the same suggestion [27]. By comparing the content and the style of writing of
al-PalimbƗnƯ's other works like Fayζ al-iۊsƗni wa midƗd
li al-rabbƗnƯ (“The Emanation of God's Beneficence and
the Ties to God”) as well as some oral traditions
well-nurtured in the Muslim community in Palembang,
he came to a conclusion that Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn was
al-PalimbƗnƯ's original work. The same opinion is expressed in Wan Jamaluddin's previous study at
St. Petersburg, Russia [28].
Moreover, some arguments carried out by Mujiburrahman [29] based on Ashwadie Shukur's observation [30] concluded that the manyanggar ritual practice
of heathen offering had been held only in Barikin village
of Central Hulu Sungai District, South Kalimantan and
the mambuang pasilih ritual practiced in Banjarmasin
and Barito Kuala of South Kalimantan are not enough
satisfying since one can find similar ritual practiced
among Palembangese. In this context the notes made by
Dutch scholar Dr. P. Voorhoeve concerning the
St. Petersburg copy of the manuscript which he considered to be the full text of the treatise are worth mentioning. He wrote:
The name of the author is not mentioned but there are
many indications that the author was ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ. They are:
The date. ‘Abd al-ৡamad usually dated his writings; the
dates range from 1178—1203 A.H. (1764—1788).
From 1873—1875 F. N. van Doorninck was stationed
in Palembang as a civil servant; then he went to Europe on
furlough.
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There is a marginal note in Javanese (f. 23).
The word sanggar is used to indicate a heathen offering, consequently in the Middle Malay, but not in the Javanese meaning. In 1774 the censured heaven practices
probably occurred in the Palembang area (it has a synonym
in Javanese nyajeni, i. e., to deposit small offerings in
places deemed unhealthy, for example, cross-roads and
places held sacred, and also near old trees and objects
whose magic potency makes one apprehensive).
MS VdW.37 (Jakarta's sample of the text) contains
a page dedicated to the holy war (jihƗd), one of ‘Abd
al-ৡamad's specialities [31].

Moreover, belief in the existence of hidden people
(urang gaib) is not found in Banjarese society of Kalimantan only but is also widely spread among Palembangese people as Islam was not solidly rooted in the
Palembang hinterland until the 11th / end the
17th century, during the reign of sulܒƗn ‘Abd al-RaڭmƗn.
Ironically, several researchers confidently categorize
the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn as a work of al-BanjƗrƯ but Mujiburrahman himself found a fact that the treatise is unfamiliar among Banjarese Muslim affiliated to about
109 pengajians (ۊalaqas) in South Kalimantan. In this
case Mujiburrahman reports:
In 1982, a team of students of the Ushuluddin Faculty
at IAIN Antasari were assigned to study the theological
texts taught in various pengajians in South Kalimantan.
The scope of the research is quite impressive. The students
investigate 109 pengajians in three districts, namely
51 pengajians in Hulu Sungai Utara district, 29 pengajians
in Banjar district, and 29 pengajians in Banjarmasin City.
The findings of the research indicate that there are 24 titles
of theological texts used in the pangajian, and Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn is not one of them [32].

On the contrary, among Muslim people in Palembang and another districs in South Sumatra the Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn is widely used in the curriculum of several
ۊalaqas and pengajians (majelis taklims). In this context
the most reliable version of the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is the
one studied by Nyimas Umi Kalsum [33]. In spite of an
earliest print edition of the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn published
in 1304/1887 by al-Maڳba‘a al-ڣƗj Muڭarram Affandi,
Istanbul, Turkey, she concludes that the Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn is one of the works of Palembangese ڦǌfƯ as
far as it was published and printed out in Mecca
1310/1892 by Maڳba‘a al-Mishriya al-KƗ’ina.
In this edition of Mecca, the text of Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn is printed out in the right side of the main
text of the BadƯ‘ al-zamƗn fƯ ‘aqƗ’id al-ƯmƗn (“The Marvel of Time of Muslim Faith Principles”) of shaykh
Muতammad AzharƯ b. ‘AbdullƗh al-JƗwƯ al-PalimbƗnƯ,
another famous ৡǌfƯ from Palembang who lived in the
same era as shaykh ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ in
ڣejƗz. The conclusion of Nyimas Umi Kalsum is not
new since Shaghir Abdullah, one of the most authoritative Malaysian scholars in Sufism, states the same fact in
his recent book [34]. Moreover, the Mecca print out edition unites two works of Palembang ৡǌfƯ titled BadƯ‘
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al-zamƗn and Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn and explicitly states
that both of them are the works of ৡǌfƯ from Palembang.
The statement that the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is a work
of ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ could be proved by
a small paragraph of Malay-Palembang poems existing
in the Mecca edition:
Inilah Kitab baharu dikarang // Bagi yang menuntut
supaya terang
This is a new book compiled for who seeks a light
Tentulah ini sekarang masa // Malayu Palembang empunya bahasa
Indeed, now is an era of Malay-Palembang language
Bicara Aqaid Tuhan yang esa // Badi’uz zaman namanya terbahasa
Talking about believe in the only one God; titled: BadƯ‘
al-zamƗn
Ilmu taúawuf beserta amalnya diiringkan // faham yang
tahqiq jua dipersatukan
Followed by ৡǌfƯ treatise and its practices. United by
the most believable point of view [35].

Unlike the Istanbul edition, the book or manuscript
of Mecca edition has 130 pages with the total size
ca. 27.5×19.0 cm, while the text of BadƯ‘ al-zamƗn sized
21.0×11.0 cm and the size of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is
20.5×3.0 cm. Undoubtedly, the sentence of ilmu tasawuf
beserta amalnya diiringkan (“Followed by ৡǌfƯ treatise
and its practices”) refers to the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn,
printed out in the right and left sides of the main text of
BadƯ‘ al-zamƗn.
The similar indication is reflected in faham yang
taۊqiq jua dipersatukan (“united by the most believable
point of view)”. It is evident that faham yang taۊqƯq refers to the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn as far as the manuscript of
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn explicitly mentions:
…fƯ taۊqƯq al-mathlub wa al-marƗm ‘alƗ ۊasbi ma
ξahara lƯ min aqwƗl al-‘ulamƗ’ al-kirƗm…
…to correct the request and question based on the most
respectfull Muslim scholars points of view.

Indeed, the other paragraph of the poem Tentulah
ini… (“Indeed, now is an era of Malay-Palembang language”) proves that both Badi‘ al-zamƗn and Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn are works of Palembang's religious scholars
who used Malay language. In this most important point,
Mal An Abdullah [36] accurately underlines that shaykh
Muতammad AzharƯ, the author of BadƯ‘ al-zamƗn, has
not only the same geographical line with ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ but also has the same spiritual-genealogical
line (silsila) relating him to SammƗniyya, the most influential and phenomenal ৡǌfƯ mystical brotherhood
(ܒarƯqa) in Sumatera particularly and Nusantara (Southeast Asia) generally. The line shows how Muতammad
AzharƯ had been affiliated to the ܒarƯqa by ‘Abdulla
b. Ma‘ruf by Muতammad Aqib b. ڣasan al-DƯn by ‘Abd
al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ. These evidences strongly indicate that the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is one of ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ's works too.
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Another key to the polemics is the name stated in the
main text of the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn: “ImƗm Najam
al-DƯn ‘Amr al-NafsƯ”. According to local oral traditions
and the “Sistem Otoritas…” [37], “‘Amr al-NafsƯ” is
well known as a laqab for the ruling sulܒƗn of Palembang, Aڭmad Najam al-DƯn reigned in the years of
1197—1215 / 1758—1776, namely at the time when the
manuscript is written in 1213/1774. Although
G. W. J. Drewes found some difficulties to make sure
himself in whether it refers to sulܒƗn Najam al-DƯn or to
his son sulܒƗn BahƗ’ al-DƯn (r. 1215—1242 / 1776—
1803), Nyimas Umi Kalsum confidently concludes that it
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refers to sulܒƗn Najam al-DƯn [38]. These facts indicate
that the manuscript was composed by ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ as well as that he was one of the prominent
ৡǌfƯ of AκۊƗb al-JƗwiyyƯn who had a close relationship
with sulܒƗn in the Sultanate of Palembang in Sumatera.
At least, it could be supposed that there is an existing
version of the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn by ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ along with another version written by
al-BanjƗrƯ. All evidences and indications above are absolutely difficult to be rejected by analyzing shaykh ‘Abd
al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ's peculiar characteristics of intellectuality described bellow.

‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ: Between al-GhazƗlƯ and Ibn ‘ArabƯ
‘Abd al-ৡamad Al-PalimbƗnƯ was a phenomenal figure, especially in the context of history of ৡǌfƯ tradition
which was widespread in the Archipelago. His charisma
and significant role in the Islamic world are often compared with that of Abǌ ڣƗmid al-GhazƗlƯ (ηujjat
al-islƗm) (d. 501/1111). For this reason he is considered
to be a Muslim scholar grown up on the sole of
al-GhazƗlƯan teaching. Although, through a comprehensive analysis of his insights and teachings reflected in his
works, we can easily find out that he was also influenced
by the ideas of Ibn ‘ArabƯ (d. 638/1240).
A Dutch orientalist Martin van Bruinessen wrote
a thorough study on this matter [39]. He asserted that
‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ was well-known as the
translator of al-GhazƗlƯ's works, but it did not mean that
he tended to the practice of akhlƗqi Sufism rather than
falsafƯ Sufism. Unlike his predecessor Nǌr al-DƯn
al-RƗnƯrƯ (d. 1077/1666), a ৡǌfƯ scholar who neglected
wujǌdiyya doctrine of Ibn ‘ArabƯ in Malay Archipelago,
al-PalimbƗnƯ tried to adapt the concept of metaphysics of
earlier representatives of Malay-Indonesian (Nusantara)
ৡǌfƯ tradition such as ڣamza FanڰǌrƯ and Shams al-DƯn
al-SumatrƗnƯ with their Ibn ‘Arabian perspectives. Furthermore, according to Bruinessen, al-PalimbƗnƯ considered the works of Ibn ‘ArabƯ, al-JillƯ and al-BurhƗnpǌrƯ
to be recommended more for reading by advanced adherents of ৡǌfƯ path, than by the beginners. For the beginning disciples he suggested to start by reading
al-GhazƗlƯ's works. Al-PalimbƗnƯ described the Islamic
curriculum especially for Jawi disciples in his books
written in Arabic Malay (JƗwƯ).
The above conclusion by Martin van Bruinessen was
based on his study of al-PalimbƗnƯ's two masterpieces,
Sayr (Siyar) al-sƗlikƯn and HidƗyat al-sƗlikƯn. In his
study, Bruinessen pointed out that ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ was a ৡǌfƯ scholar who was trying to combine ৡǌfƯ doctrines of al-GhazƗlƯ and Ibn ‘ArabƯ [40].
Likewise, the writer's analysis and study was also in line
with Bruinessen's findings in which he shows the typical
characteristics of ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ's works,
the traces of which can be followed not only in those two
masterpieces but also in other works of al-PalimbƗnƯ.
In addition, Mal An Abdullah's study revealed the
same findings [41]. He asserted that al-PalimbƗnƯ's
works reflected his deep understanding of the outlooks
of al-GhazƗlƯ as well as the ideas of philosophical mysti-

cism of Ibn ‘ArabƯ. It can be seen from another work of
al-PalimbƗnƯ
entitled
al-Mulakhkhash
al-tuۊbat
al-mafdhat min al-raۊmƗt al-mahdhat ‘alayh al-κalƗt wa
al-salƗm min AllƗh (“The Summary of the Spacious and
Wide Gift Spread out from the Beneficence of (Muڭammad), the Pray and Peace from AllƗh Be upon
Him”), a commentary on the work by Shaykh
Muতammad b. Faڬl AllƗh al-BurhƗnpǌrƯ al-HindƯ's work
(d. 1029/1619) with interlinear translation and interpretation in Malay language. Further, Mal An Abdullah stated
that in this book al-PalimbƗnƯ modified the philosophical
high level of the doctrine taκawwuf (martabat tujuh) for
making it comprehensible for the beginners
(mubtadi‘) [42].
It is also believed that there is still another copy of
work by al-PalimbƗnƯ with Ibn ‘Arabian perspective. It is
entitled Waۊdat al-wujǌd (“The Unity of Being”) —
a photocopy of text, written in Latin script and owned by
Kemas Andi Syarifuddin of Palembang. According to
Mal An Abdullah [43], the colophon informs that the
book was composed by shaykh ‘Abd ৡamad b. ‘Abd
RaতmƗn of Palembang. It was completed on Thursday
evening, 16 Hapit (Dhu al-Qa‘da) 1379 or 12 May 1960.
Still, another work of al-PalimbƗnƯ shows the same
type — ZƗd al-muttaqƯn fƯ tawۊƯd Rabb al-‘ƗlamƯn (“The
Provisions for Muslim in the Greatest Perfection to Belief in the Unity of God”). It is a compilation of shaykh
al-SammƗn's teaching about the content of Waۊdat
al-wujǌd in Medina. It emphasizes also al-PalimbƗnƯ's
inclination and deep knowledge of the mystical thought
of Ibn ‘ArabƯ in spite of his being the pioneer of
al-GhazƗlƯan teaching. Moreover, al-PalimbƗnƯ endeavoured the combining of two doctrines of al-GhazƗlƯ and
Ibn ‘ArabƯ. This kind of tendency, synthesizing two different phenomena, was inherited from his teacher,
prominent ‘ulamƗ’, shaykh Muতammad b. ‘Abd
al-KarƯm al-SammƗn (1132—1189 / 1719—1775), the
founder of SammƗniyya ৡǌfƯ mystical brotherhood.
Shaykh Muতammad al-SammƗn initially was a deputy khalƯfa of MuڳڰafƗ KamƗl al-DƯn al-BakrƯ (1099—
1141 / 1688—1749), shaykh of Khalwatiyya tarƯqa in
Dimashq and Miڰr. However, al-SammƗn became more
famous as the guardian of the Prophet's grave and a
founder of his own doctrine and ܒarƯqa which originated
at Medina in the latter part of the 12th /18th century.
Al-SammƗn's reputation of sainthood (wilƗya) and won-
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der-working must have been well-established in the the
late seventies of 12th century / early sixties of the
18th century, and according to his followers his coming
was predicted [44].
Al-PalimbƗnƯ must have studied such sciences as
hadƯth, fiqh, sharƯ‘a, tafsƯr, kalƗm and taκawwuf, and it is
evident that he studied taκawwuf mainly with shaykh
al-SammƗn in Medina, from whom he also took both
ܒurǌq: Khalwatiyya and SammƗniyya. Al-PalimbƗnƯ is
considered to be the most prominent followers of shaykh
al-SammƗn, the founder of Khalwatiyya branch —
ܒarƯqa SammƗniyya, and it is through al-PalimbƗnƯ that
SammƗniyya found a ground and expansion in Malay-Indonesian world.
Furthermore, in his study, the writer found that the
Arabian-Persian tradition that coloured al-PalimbƗnƯ's
thought comprised akhlƗqi Sufism tradition derived from
the popular works of al-GhazƗlƯ, Abǌ کƗlib al-MƗlikƯ
(d. 368/966), al-QushayrƯ (d. 465/1075) and ‘Umar
al-SuhrawardƯ (d. 633/1234); and also falsafƯ tradition of
Ibn
‘ArabƯ,
al-QunawƯ
(d. 673/1274),
JƗmi‘
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(d. 898/1492), MahƗ’imi al-NƗbulisƯ (d. 835/1432) and
‘Abd al-KarƯm al-JƯlƯ (d. 841/1424). Meanwhile, the Indian tradition was represented by the works of
Muতammad b. FaڬlallƗh al-BurhƗnpǌrƯ (d. 1029/1619),
Muতammad al-Ghaǌs (d. 970/1563), SibghatullƗh
(d. 1015/1606–7), Aতmad al-ShinnawƯ (d. 1028/1619),
Aতmad al-QushashƯ (d. 1071/1660) and IbrƗhim
al-KǌrƗnƯ (d. 1101/1682).
Besides, Azyumardi Azra's study [45] reveals that
three mentioned al-PalimbƗnƯ's teachers, namely
al-ShinnawƯ, al-QushashƯ, and al-KǌrƗnƯ used to be the
successors of the widely-accepted ৡǌfƯ tradition from
Egypt introduced by ZakariyƗ’ al-AnڰarƯ (d. 926/1520)
and ‘Abd al-WahhƗb al-Sha‘rƗnƯ (d. 973/1565),
well-known fiqh experts (fuqaha’) among Indonesian
Muslims, especially Indonesian Islamic boarding school
students. Concerning the tradition of Maghribian Sufism
it is known that al-PalimbƗnƯ acquired it through famous
ShƗdhiliyya ৡǌfƯs such as Abǌ Madyan (520—594 /
1126—1198), Abǌ ڣasan al-ShƗdhilƯ (d. 655/1258) and
Ibn AthƗ’ AllƗh (d. 709/1309).

Al-PalimbƗnƯ and the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn
Like other works of al-PalimbƗnƯ, the Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn also contains the typical characteristics of
al-PalimbƗnƯ's intellectual style. It is stated overtly in the
author:
With the blessing and mercy from AllƗh and totally devoted to Him, I am always trying to respond the phenomenon or question by relying to the ideas of the noticeable
Muslim scholars that I know [46].

In the manuscript of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn, one can find
the names of prominent religious scholars which are often quoted by al-PalimbƗnƯ in his other works like ImƗm
Sa‘d al-DƯn, Abǌ Manڰǌr al-MƗturƯdƯ (d. 333/944), Ibn
ڣajar al-HaythamƯ (d. 973/1565), al-MizjajƯ (1179—
1255 /1766—1839), Abǌ al-NajƯb al-SuhrawardƯ
(d. 563/1168),
Najm
al-DƯn
‘Umar
al-NasafƯ
(d. 537/1142), al-GhazƗlƯ, Fakhr al-DƯn al-RƗzƯ
(b. 543/1149), al-‘ArabƯ, al-NawawƯ (Muতammad
b. ‘Umar b. ‘ArabƯ al-JƗwƯ) (d. after 1305/1888), ‘Izz
al-DƯn b. ‘Abd al-SalƗm (d. 660/1262), ‘Abd al-Shukur
al-SƗlimƯ (d. 8th / second half of the 15th century), IbrƗhim al-LaqƗnƯ (d. 1041/1631), ZakariyƗ’ al-AnڰƗri
(d. 926/1520), and ImƗm al-QurڳubƯ (d. 567/1172). We
can find one more name of ‘Abd al-WahhƗb al-Sha‘rƗnƯ,
a prominent figure of ৡǌfƯ tradition in Egypt. He was one
of outstanding ‘ulamƗ’ as well as one of the famous representatives of fiqh in Indonesia as mentioned above. As
a matter of fact, he was a prominent writer in Sufism
where he became one of the successors of Ibn ‘ArabƯ by
his work entitled Al-YawƗqit wa al-jawƗhir fƯ bayƗn
‘aqƗ’id al-kabƯr (“The Intrinsic and Essential Nature for
Describing the Main Faith in Islam”) which is remarked
in the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn.
Al-PalimbƗnƯ also mentioned shaykh ZakariyƗ’
al-AnڰƗri, another representative of intellectual tradition
of Egypt by referring to his work RawζƗt al-νalƯb

(“A Garden of the Seeker”). As the faithful follower of
Ibn ‘ArabƯ, he wrote a book on tasawwuf entitled
Al-futǌۊƗt al-ilƗhiyya (“God's Triumphs”) [47]. One can
also find there the references to Ibn ڣajar whose full
name is Abǌ al-‘Abbas Aতmad b. Muতammad b.‘AlƯ
b. ڣajar al-MalikƯ al-HaythamƯ to his work entitled
Al-zawƗjir ‘an iqtirƗf al-kabƗ’ir (“The Forcible Prevention of Perpetration of the Great Sins”).
Besides, there is another famous religious scholar
quoted in the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn namely al-MizjajƯ who
can unquestionably prove that the manuscript belongs to
al-PalimbƗnƯ. Al-PalimbƗnƯ had received great appreciation by the intellectual community in the Middle East
which was recorded by al-Ahdal in his book entitled
Al-nafs al-yamƗnƯ wa al-rǌη al-rayηƗnƯ fƯ ijƗzat al-quζat
banƯ al-sawkƗnƯ (“The Yemeni's Soul and Its Godness
Spirit for Muslim Judge Innaguration Among Sawkani
People”). Al-MizjajƯ's full name was WajƯh al-DƯn ‘Abd
Al-RaতmƗn b. SulaymƗn b. YahyƗ b. ‘Umar Maqbǌl
al-Ahdal, he belonged to sayyid family resided in the
Southern Arabia. Al-MizjajƯ was famous for his Islamic
knowledge. His genealogy was believed to be related to
a prominent figure called Quνb al-Yaman whose name
was Abǌ al-ڣasan ‘Ali b. ‘Umar b. Muতammad
al-Ahdal, and continued to imƗm Ja‘far al-ڦƗdiq. It was
also believed that one of his instructors was al-MizjajƯ,
the one quoted in Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. ‘Abd al-Raতman
al-Ahdal used to be one of the influential ‘ulamƗ’ in
ZabƯd, Yemen. ‘Abd al-Raতman al-Ahdal learned Islamic religion from many outstanding religious scholars
of his era including al-PalimbƗnƯ. Mal An Abdullah's
study on the manuscript Fayζ al-iۊsƗnƯ [48] revealed
that there was a relationship of al-murƯd wa al-murshƯd
between al-PalimbƗnƯ and the al-MizjajƯ. They included
‘Abd al-RaতmƗn al-Ahdal and “all of his male offsprings”; some other famous names like ‘Amr AllƗh
b. ‘Abd al-KhƗliq al-MizjajƯ, Yǌsuf b. Muতammad ‘AlƗ’
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al-DƯn al-MizjajƯ and all chiefs of villages in Mizjaj;
‘Umar b. IsmƗ‘Ưl al-MusharrƯ‘ and all of MusharrƯ‘ offsprings; Muতammad b. ‘Abd AllƗh b. Aতmad al-ZufarƯ,
FaqƯ‘ ڭAbd AllƗh b. Aڭad al-KhayrƯ, ‘Ali b. ‘Abd
al-Barr al-ڣusaynƯ al-Wana’Ư and Muতammad ‘Abd
al-KhƗliq b. ‘AlƯ al-MizjajƯ (al-HindƯ).
The name of ‘Abd al-KhƗliq b. ‘AlƯ al-MizjajƯ and
his works such as KitƗb athnƗ’ al-mathƗlib (“Book of
the Pleats of Desires or Wishes”), KitƗb al-‘imƗd (“Book
of Pillars”), KitƗb al-rawζ (“Book of Gardens”) and KitƗb udƗb (“Book of Waves and Floods”) are referred and
mentioned in the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. Nowadays, the descriptions of those al-MizjajƯ's books can be found in
Al-Ahdal and Kattani works [49]. It is very important to
underline that according to the investigation by Martin
van Bruinessen [50] factually those works are referred
many times by ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ in his masterpieces (Sayr al-sƗlikƯn and HidƗyat al-sƗlikƯn). In the
same context, it is worth noticing that one can find the
following statements in Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn:
…demikianlah yang disebutkan Sheikh Mizjaji dalam
Imad dan tersebut di dalam Raudh dan Sharh-nya Athna
Mathalib…
…these all are explained by shaykh MizjajƯ in his
‘ImƗd and mentioned in his Rawζ and in Shar ۊathnƗ’
mathƗlib…;
…kata Shaykh al-Islam di dalam Kitab atsna
al-Mathalib bahwasanya…
Shaykh al-IslƗm said in KitƗb athnƗ’ al-mathƗlib
that…;
…yang disebutkan Sheikh Mizjaji di dalam ‘Abab…
…mentioned by shaykh MizjajƯ in the ‘UbƗb… [51]

This very close relationship between al-PalimbƗnƯ
and al-MizjajƯ is indeed another proof to claim that the
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is al-PalimbƗnƯi's work. In other
words, the statement that the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is someone else's work needs reconsidering; or at least, one version of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn was written by al-PalimbƗnƯ
and possibly another version, if any, was written by
al-BanjƗrƯ or others.
Besides, the name of IbrƗhƯm al-LaqƗnƯ played key
information. In this point, his work titled ‘Umdat
al-murƯd shar ۊjawharat al-tawۊƯd (“Pillars of the
Seeker as an Explanation on the Pear of Belief in the
Unity of God”) is referred to not only by ‘Abd al-ৡamad
al-PalimbƗnƯ in the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn, but also by another great ৡǌfƯ from Sultanate Palembang shaykh ShihabuddƯn b. ‘AbdullƗh Muতammad, well known as his
translator and interpreter into Malay language in
1163/1750. The manuscript of IbrƗhƯm al-LaqƗnƯi's work
‘Umdat al-murƯd is preserved in the Indonesian National
Library in Jakarta by a similar title: Majmǌ‘ kitƗb ‘umdat
al-murƯd li jawharat al-tawۊƯd (“Collection of the Book
of Pillars of the Seeker as an Explanation on the Pear of
Belief in the Unity of God”). Noteworthy, it belonged to
sulܒƗn of Palembang Darussalam, Maতmǌd Badar
al-DƯn, the name points at Susuhunan Susuhunan (or the
King in Malay language) Aতmad NajamuddƯn (‘Amr
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al-NafsƯ) stated in the main text of the Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn. It is written on the cover of the manuscript:
Alamat “KitƗb ‘umdat al-murƯd” milik Sri Paduka
Sasuhunan Ratu Maۊmǌd Badar al-DƯn b. al-SulܒƗn
Muۊammad BahƗ’ al-DƯn b. Sasuhunan Aۊmad Najam
al-DƯn b. al-SulܒƗn Maۊmǌd Badar al-DƯn b. al-SulܒƗn
Muۊammad al-Manκur b. al-SulܒƗn Sasuhunan ‘Abd
al-Raۊman b. al-SulܒƗn JamƗl al-DƯn yang bertahta kerajaan di dalam negeri Palembang Darussalam.
This KitƗb ‘umdat al-murƯd belongs to Sri Paduka
Sasuhunan Ratu Maতmǌd Badar al-DƯn b. al-Sul৬Ɨn
Muতammad BahƗ’ al-DƯn b. Sasuhunan Aতmad Najam
al-DƯn b. al-Sul৬Ɨn Maতmǌd Badar al-DƯn b. al-Sul৬Ɨn
Muতammad al-Manڰur b. al-Sul৬Ɨn Sasuhunan ‘Abd
al-Raতman b. al-Sul৬Ɨn JamƗl al-DƯn who ruled in the Sultanate Palembang Darussalam [52].

It is evident how the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn (by quoting
‘Umdat al-murƯd of al-LaqƗnƯ) is close to Palembang
tradition of Sufism and gave a confidential indication to
considerate it as a work of ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ.
Another aspect which is to be considered for verifying the authorship of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is the analysis of
text. In Umi Kalsum's study [53] it isindicated that the
Palembangese lexics of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn cannot be
found in Banjar language. Besides, Bradley's study on
DƗwǌd al-PatanƯ [54] noted that there was a version of
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn written by al-PatanƯ (1230/1814) as
an adaptation of al-BanjƗrƯ's work using the same title.
As suggested by Mal An Abdullah [55], this may indicate that there is more than one version of the early
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. Thus, apart from the claim that the it
is al-BanjƗrƯ's work, there is strong verification that it
was written by al-PalimbƗnƯ.
Other typical features of al-PalimbƗnƯ's works are
translation and adaptation which were also found in the
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. Although he did not overtly mention
the source for the ideas about the heart condition which
could decline faith in the Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn, the writer
supposes that his narrative on that particular case referred to the ideas of shaykh al-BazdawƯ from his book
entitled KitƗb uκǌl al-dƯn (“Book of Religious Principles
or Fundaments”) [56]. Shaykh al-BazdawƯ's full name
was Abǌ al-Yusr Muতammad b. Muতammad b. ‘Abd
al-KarƯm al-BazdawƯ. Information about him is quite
scarce. Nevertheless, it was indicated that he lived in
BukhƗrƗ in 478/1085 and was qƗڲƯ in Samarqand in
481/1088. He died in 493/1099 in BukhƗrƗ.
Textually, W. Jamaluddin and A. Syaiful found out
that al-PalimbƗnƯ's description of the 72 “sects” in Islam
originated from six major groups i. e. Rafidliyya, Kharijiyya, Jabbariyya, Qadariyya, Jahmiyya, and Murji‘a was
identical to the one written by al-BazdawƯ. There are also
some other related works like Al-milal wa al-niۊal (“Religions and Sects”) written by al-ShahrastanƯ, KitƗb
maqƗlƗt al-islƗmiyyin wa ikhtilƗf al-mushallƯn (“Book of
Islamic Treatises and Disparity of Worshipers”) by Abǌ
ڣasan al-Ash‘ari. According to the writers' opinion it is
evident that a part of the text is a translation in Malay
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from al-BazdawƯ's KitƗb uκǌl al-dƯn written in Arabic [57]. Furthermore, it is well known that the intellectual Islamic tradition of Central Asia (BukhƗrƗ,
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Samarqand and HerƗt) influenced significantly the development of Islamic thought in the further corners of
Islamdom, including Malay Archipelago.

Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn in Modern Controversies
Following the polemical character of this article one
cannot help mentioning some arguments on the controversial data promoted by Indonesian scholars regarding
the authorship of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn. Especially, it concerns the content of this treatise and the so-called “intellectual style” of ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ. Regrettably, in the course of the discussion and viewing of different opinions regarding to the authorship of Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn Indonesian scholars did not pay serious attention to the previous works of Dutch scholars [58].
Meanwhile, the works of these three prominent Dutch
scholars in Islamic studies touched on the problem of the
content and structure of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn which is, undoubtedly, the key point for the abovementioned polemics. Especially, the manuscripts' texts investigations conducted by P. Voorhoeve are worth noticing here.
However, first of all it should be mentioned that the
text of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn was written according to the
traditional Muslim method of advancing arguments by
quoting verses of the Qur’Ɨn, statements from Holy Tradition and the dicta of many of the famous Islamic writers usually together with the works quoted. The treatise
consists of three chapters and the khƗtima (epilogue). It
is worth noting, that chapter II which is about a third of
the treatise, contains a lengthy abstract from the work
written by the well-known ‘ulamƗ’ Nǌr al-DƯn al-RƗnƯirƯ
(d. 1076 /1666) TibyƗn fƯ ma‘arifa al-adyƗn (“Exposition
to the Perception of Creeds”), precisely firaq-writing, or
the enumeration of the 72 “sects” destined for hell and of
the self-styled ڦǌfƯs and also an additional paragraph on
bid‘a (“innovation”). According to the Voorhoeve's investigation of TibyƗn [59], about a quarter of this work
was copied from the treatise of the prominent Persian
mystic ‘Abǌ Shakǌr al-SƗlimƯ (d. 8th / second half of the
15th century) Al-tamhƯd fƯ bayƗn al-tawۊƯd (“Introduction to the Explanation of the Unity of God”) (Leiden,
Or 5664). In the 11th—12th / 17th—18th centuries this
text was rewritten in Javanese script in the Sultanate of
Banten in Western Java. In 1906 this manuscript was
brought to Leiden by Sn. Hurgronje together with his
collection of manuscripts from Banten. P. Voorhoeve
indicated also that the abstract in TibyƗn dealing with the
72 “sects” in Islam had been rewritten partly from TamhƯd by al-SƗlimƯ and from Arabic work Ma’rifa
al-mawahib (“Gifts of Knowledge”) composed by the
ƯmƗm of ڣanafƯ school ‘Abǌ ڣanƯfa (d. 150/767) as well
as almost all mentioned ৡǌfƯ groups, 11 from 13, had
referred to the Persian source compiled by Najm al-DƯn
‘Umar al-NasafƯ KitƗb fƯ bayƗn al-mawƗhib
al-mutasƗwwifa (“Treatise on the Explanation of Gifts
for Those Becoming Travelers on Sufi Path”). Besides,
Dr. Voorhoeve noticed that the description of bid‘a is
also a portion of mixed texts from TamhƯd and TibyƗn.
Moreover, the copy from St. Petersburg contains
a full text followed by the additional abstract from ‘Abd

al-Raǌf as-SiƼgkilƯ's treatise BayƗn tajallƯ (“The Meaning of Revelation”) on the signs of approaching death,
which was drawn from Tadhkira bƯ-aۊwal al-mawtƗ
wa-aۊwal al-akhira (“The Signs of Death and the Beginning of Hereafter”) written by Ibn Farত al-AnڰarƯ
al-QurڳubƯ (d. 671/1273). This text is known by
P. Voorhoeve's edition of BayƗn tajallƯ [60]. The abstract about the signs of death can also be found in other
treatise by ‘Abd al-Raǌf, namely AsrƗr al-sulǌk ilƗ malik
al-mulǌk (“Secrets of the Mystic Path for the Favoured
King”).
In spite of this compilation Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn does
not avoid the individuality of its author, especially concerning the descriptions of the pre-Islamic practices of
heaven's offerings menyanggar and “a changeling” berbuang pasilih. Similar practice was described in Batak
area (Batak parsilihi means “a changeling”) [61] and
was also known in Java [62]. ‘Abd al-ৡamad promoted
the arguments for disapproving these rituals according to
the classification of bid‘as, borrowed from al-SƗlimƯ's
TamhƯd, into those pertaining to God's Essence, His
speech, His attributes, the Companions of the Prophet,
and man's acts.
In addition, individual features of al-PalimbƗnƯ as
a religious scholar of Islamic tradition of the 12th /
18th century are evidently traced in his Jakarta's manuscript copy of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn (MS VdW. 37) which
contains a separate page devoted to jihƗd. From the first
glance, it looks like the very beginning of SalafƯ discourse on Indonesian soil, as the struggle against indigenous rituals and beliefs has normally been a chief concern of reformists. Western scholars on Islam beginning
from Sn. Hurgronje consider the “pan-Islamic reformists” to be a movement of political character.
Q. Wiktorowiɫz distinguishes three major SalafƯ factions: purists, politicos and jihadis. All three factions
have various positions on jihƗd apostasy and the priorities of activism [63]. In fact, such Indonesian representatives of Islamic thought of the 12th / 18th century as
‘Abd as-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ was equally known as
scholars of fiqh as of taκawwuf. Therefore, it is important
to mention the point of view of Indonesian scholar
A. Azra who calls the Malay-Indonesian ‘ulamƗ’ “adherents to renewalism” (mujaddid) [64] as the return to
Sunni “ortodoxy” which means the harmony between
sharƯ‘a and taκawwuf. A. Azra underlines that great ৡǌfƯ
mystical brotherhoods like Naqshbandiyya, Qadiriyya,
Khalwatiyya and SammƗniyya brought religious life in
the Archipelago more in line with current Sunni normative IslƗm.
Besides, having done the translation and editing of
the text of St. Petersburg copy of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn,
which was published as a book in Russian [65]
I. Katkova can fully subscribe to the arguments of Dutch
scholars concerning the authorship and content of Tuۊfat
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al-rƗghibƯn consisting mostly of abstracts from different
famous works of Islamic literature. The composing of
such work by ‘Abd al-ৡamad is an additional proof that
he sustained the contacts with Malay Archipelago during
his whole life and influenced significantly on the development of the Islamic thought in this region and its connections with religious scholars in Transoxania, Middle
East and North Africa. Due to his scholar's intuition Wan
Jamaluddin compares firaq description in the text of
Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn with the work by Central Asian
scholar al-BazdawƯ which is, indeed, the subject of further debates beyond the scale of this article. However, in
this context it would be important to to pay attention to
one of the conspicuous features of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn,
precisely, indicating that it was composed on base of the
sources of Islamic literature written in the tradition of
eastern ڣanafism of MƗturƯdƯ school of theology.
In this context, it is also worth paying attention to
the tradition of firaq writing, or the description of “heretical sects” in Islam as the main purpose of
al-PalimbƗnƯ's Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn was exposing the apostates of faith. Noteworthy, that heresiographical format
of schematic ‘ilm al-firaq type of writing was largely
shaped by ڣanafite scholars of MƗturƯdƯte tendency in
theology. The ڣanafite religious scholars from Central
Asia generated a heresiograhical tradition which would
be preserved and developed for centuries in the Middle
East, India and Southeast Asia. ‘Abǌ Manڰǌr al-MƗturƯdƯ
is considered to be the first writer of firaq type literature
in his treatise KitƗb al-maqalat (“The Book of Teachings”). The earliest references to his book can be found
in the Uκǌl al-dƯn by al-BazdawƯ [66], which was
pointed out before. However, Al-NasafƯ's treatise KitƗb
al-radd ‘alƗ-l’-bid‘a (“The Book of Resistance Towards
Disillusions”) is considered to be the most recognizable
work in this field [67]. It should be noted that eastern
ڣanafite tradition's distinctive literary features stand
apart from the standard Ash‘‘rite tradition of firaq writing. In her brilliant article Lewinstein distinguished both
the peculiar heresiographical format of ڣanafite texts
and special ڣanafite character of language [68]. She indicated that all texts of eastern ڣanafite writers are structurally distinct from the standard heresiographers, based
on the principle of fragmentation into 72 heterodox
“sects”. They promoted their own scheme of 6×12, dividing the community in 6 “mother sects” which splits
into 12 “sub-sects”. Moreover, the eastern ڣanafite writers prefer the exegetically based refutation of “sects”
over description, which is peculiar feature of their
works [69]. In his text al-PalimbƗnƯ indicates 13, but not
12 heterodox “sects”; writing concise refutation of these
sects in the tradition of eastern ڣanafite writers [70]. So
by looking at the structure of al-PalimbƗnƯ's firaq chapter
it is evident that Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn was composed as
a mixture of eastern ڣanafite and standard (Ash‘arite)
material.
Regarding the role of the ڣanafƯ legal tradition peculiarities in the development of Islamic literature it is noticeable that there is the prevalence of Transoxanian legal tradition as a major force within ڣanafism, in general, many of whose great authors were paramount fig-
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ures in legal studies. The triumph of ڣanafism in Transoxania came with the reign of SƗmƗnid dynasty as
SƗmƗnids originated from a village near Balkh. The
ڣanafite scholar IsڭƗq b. Muতammad al-ڣakƯm
al-SamarqandƯ (d. 342/953) composed a statement of the
orthodox creed (al-sawƗd al-a‘ξƗm), it became the official catechism of official creed. Besides, BukhƗrƗ school
of Islamic legal writing contributed tremendously to Islamic schooling for centuries. It is now common knowledge that both the Ottoman and Mughal Empires officially adhered to ڣanafism and MƗturƯdƯsm. Wilfred
Madelung presented a paper about the interrelatedness of
the spread of the MƗturƯdƯ school of kalƗm, originating
from Samarqand, and the accession to power of Turkish
(Seljuk) dynasties in the heartland of Islam [71]. He underlined in his work the wide transmission of this theological school through the conquest of the Seljuks with
their attachment to eastern ڣanafism, and also to
MƗturƯdƯsm in spite of widespread assumption that the
Seljuks were generally patrons of Shafi‘ism.
Evidently, a number of quotations of religious scholars and treatises mentioned in Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn mainly
belong to this tradition, beginning with ‘Abǌ ڣanƯfa
himself, the ƯmƗm of ڣanafƯ school of law, then his disciple ‘Abǌ Manڰǌr al-MƗturƯdƯ, the founder of MƗturƯdƯ
school of dogmatics and two recognized MƗturƯdƯ writers
‘Umar al-NasafƯ with his Al-‘aqƗ’id (“Symbol of Faith”)
and Sa‘d al-DƯn al-TaftazƗnƯ (d. 791/1389) with his
Shar ۊal-‘aqƗ’id al-nasafƯyya (“Commentary on the
Symbol of Faith by al-NasafƯ”). Moreover, Al-tamhƯd by
al-SƗlimƯ which was the key source for al-PalimbƗn'
writing of Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn is considered to be
MƗturƯdƯ classical work with kalƗm. It is important to
notice that evidences of transmitting the MƗturƯdƯ ideas
and works to Malay Archipelago date from 10th—11th /
the late 16th to early 17th century. Two of the early preserved Malay manuscripts are MƗturƯdƯ texts. Firstly, the
Malay translation of al-NasafƯ's Al-‘aqƗ’id supposedly
originated from Aceh [72] and secondly there was an
earlier fragment of SirƗj al-DƯn al-ǋshƯ's (d. 1173/1704)
Lamiyya (“The Outburst of Light”) with Malay interlinear translation [73]. Nǌr al-DƯn al-RƗnƯrƯ of mixed
ڣaramayn and Gujarat origin was influenced by
MƗturƯdƯ ideas as Surat in Gujarat witnessed a notable
influx of Transoxania Muslims in 10th—11th / the late
16th and the 17th centuries [74]. He composed the only
one Malay translation on al-TaftazƗnƯ's commentary.
Notwithstanding the existence of the limited number
of later manuscripts of SEA origin containing the
MƗturƯdƯ texts, such as al-SƗlimƯ's Al-tamhƯd, and the
lacking of evidence of the influence of these school
ideas, Ash‘ari works prevailed there (exceptions are traditional ڣanafƯ catechism by al-SamarqandƯ still widely
used with interlinea Malay translations and al-ǋshƯ's
creed [75]). The question of islamization of SEA is usually connected with Shafi‘i Muslims from Arabia or
ڣaramayn but the ڣanafƯ influence on the region at that
particular time of 10th—11th / the 16—17th centuries,
most probably emanating from North India, Bengal or
even the Ottoman Empire, and it seems to be negligible.
It is interesting to note that Al-TaftazƗnƯ's Sharۊ
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al-‘aqƗ’id al-nasafƯya has remained a mandatory ingredient to traditional Islamic education in North India and
that in the prestigious madrasa of Lucknow Nadwat
al-‘UlamƗ’ al-SƗlimƯ's Al-tamhƯd was reintroduced to the
program in 1906 [76]. In this context it is important to
add Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn to the list of the works of ڣanafƯ
school of law which is still in the focus of interest in the
education curriculum of contemporary Islamic institutions in Indonesia.
Evidently, there is an underlying mechanism behind
the spread of long-term persistence of the school
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throughout large parts of Islamdom seemingly dominated by Ash‘arism in the sphere of scholarship theology, precisely the prevalence of Transoxanian legal tradition within ڣanafism and its linkages to MƗturƯdƯsm [77]. In spite of common opinion that ShƗfi‘ism was
the main tool for the penetration of Islamic ideas in the
areas of polytheism, actually the creed of Murji‘it school
of theology concerning the problem of true believer
(mu’min), originated in Balkh in the domicile of eastern
ڣanafism remains in the background of spreading of
Islamic ideas [78].

Conclusion
Finally, Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn composed by ‘Abd
as-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ in the 12th /18th century enables
perceiving the peculiarities of religious life on the Malay
Archipelago, in general. Besides, one can observe that
such writings, mostly compilated, are generally consid-

ered to be authoritative in Islamic tradition. The end of
this polemic at least drives to the conclusion that Tuۊfat
al-rƗghibƯn still remains one of the classical Islamic
works in the contemporary curriculum of Muslim institutions on the Archipelago.

Notes
1. His full name is ‘Abd al-ڦamad b. ‘Abd al-RaতmƗn
b. ‘Abd al-JalƯl b. ‘Abd al-WahhƗb b. Aতmad al-MahdanƯ
al-MahdalƯ (1150—1247 /1737—1832 or 1254/1839). His
grandfather, ‘Abd al-JalƯl, was a muftƯ of Sultanate Kedah in
Malaysia during 1112—1184 / 1710—1782, while his grandmother, Raden Ranti, was a daughter of Prince Purbaya, a son
of sulνƗn Muতammad Manڰǌr who ruled Sultanate Palembang
Darussalam in Sumatera during 1108—1126 / 1706—1714.
An attractive and more accurate study on biography of ‘Abd
al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ is presented in Abdullah, 2015.
2. In 18th century Sultanate Palembang Darussalam in
Sumatera raised as a new centre of Islam in the region not so
long after the declining of Sultanate Aceh. In this historical
context Palembang played an important role as well as Aceh
before in connecting two worlds of Islam. See Fathurahman,
2002.
3. Voll, 1982.
4. Fathurahman, 2007.
5. Martin van Bruinessen is one of a modern Dutch scholars, who dedicated his fruitfull life to study and analysis of
Islam in Indonesia in general and Indonesian Sufism in particular. Wan Jamaluddin and Syaiful Anwar owe our thanks to
him for a brief and vis-a-vis dialog during his visit to Balik
Papan in Kalimantan island, November 2014. His works such
as Bruinessen, 1997 and 1998 have inspired this recent paper.
6. Azra, 1995.
7. Muতammad Arshad b. ‘AbdullƗ al-BanjƗrƯ (b. 15 ڦafar
1122 /19 March 1710, Martapura, South Kalimantan). For
more detail on his biography see: Anwar, 1996.
8. ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ, Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn fi bayƗn ۊaqƯqat al-ƯmƗn. Dutch paper, 18.5 × 13.0; 55 ff. Mecca,
1188/1774. National Library of Indonesia, Jakarta, call
No. VdW37. Sutaarga, 1972.
9. Ronkel, 1913: 399—400, No. DCXXVI.
10. ‘Abd al-ৡamad al-PalimbƗnƯ, Tuۊfat al-rƗghibƯn fi bayƗn ۊaqƯqat al-ƯmƗn. Dutch paper, 13.5 × 12.0, 50 ff. Mecca,
1188/1774. Institute of Oriental Manuscripts of Russian Academy of Sciences, St. Petersburg, call No. B 4024.

11. See Braginsky & Boldyreva, 1977.
12. Hasan, 2007: 57—85.
13. Mujiburrahman, 2014.
14. Quzwain, 1985.
15. Voorhoeve, 1955.
16. Drewes, 1976.
17. M. Ashwadie Shukur is a professor of Dakwah Faculty
at IAIN Antasari Banjarmasin: Shukur, 1990.
18. Mujiburrahman also explained that the issue gave rise
to serious discussion during the seminar on Muhammad Arshad al-Banjari, held at the State Institute for Islamic Studies
(IAIN) Antasari Banjarmasin (in South Kalimantan) on November 17, 1988, and another discussion attended by Banjarese intellectuals on December 25, 1988.
19. Voorhoeve, 1960: 92.
20. Drewes, 1976: 274—275.
21. Braginsky is one of the prominent Russian scholars in
the field of Malay Islamic literature. Braginsky, 1983 had been
translated and published into Indonesian language in 1998.
22. Quzwain, 1985.
23. Azra, 1995.
24. Teuku, 1996: 442—443.
25. Umi Kalsum, 2004.
26. Katkova, 2007.
27. Abdullah, 2015.
28. Jamaluddin, 2005.
29. Mujiburrahman, 2014.
30. Shukur, 2009.
31. Drewes, 1977: 273—274.
32. Mujiburrahman, 2014.
33. Umi Kalsum, 2004.
34. Abdullah, 1996. In his two older works Shaghir Abdullah mentioned the Tuηfat al-rƗghiƯn as a work of Muڭammad Arshad al-BanjƗrƯ. See idem: 1982 and 1990. But in 1996
he changed his point of view and recognized the manuscript as
a work of ‘Abd al-ڦamad al-PalimbƗnƯ. See idem, 1996.
35. See Umi Kalsum, 2004: 23, the same quotation about
the poem see Abdullah, 2015: 96.
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36. Ibid.
37. Rahim, 1998: 41—87.
38. Drewes, 1976; Umi Kalsum, 2004: 23.
39. Bruinessen, 1995, vol. III: 56—57.
40. Ibid.
41. Abdullah, 2015: 99.
42. Ibid.: 101—102.
43. Ibid.: 93.
44. Katkova, 2011.
45. Azra, 1995.
46. In this paragraph al-PalimbƗnƯ expressed it in Arabic:
muκta‘Ưnan bƯ AllƗh wƗ mu’tamidan ‘alƗyh fƯ taۊqƯq al-maܒlub
wƗ al-marƗm ‘alƗ haκbƯ mƗ ܲahara lƯ min aqwƗl al-‘ulamƗ’
al-kirƗm…
With the blessing and mercy from Allah and totally devoted
to Him, I am always trying to respond the phenomenon or question by relying to the ideas of the noticeable Muslim scholars that
I know.

47. Brockelmann, 1943—1947, vol. I: 432; supplementsbande I: 771.
48. Abdullah, 2015: 66—69.
49. Al-Ahdal, 1979: 108—119; and al-KattƗnƯ, 1989,
vol. II: 734.
50. Bruinessen, 1997: 76.
51. Sutaarga, 1972: 4, 6, 26.
52. Drewes, 1977: 219. IbrƗhim al-LaqƗnƯ's fullname is
NƗڰir al-DƯn ‘Abd al-SalƗm b. IbrƗhim al-LaqƗnƯ al-MalikƯ
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(d. 1078/1668). See Brockelmann, 1943—1947, vol. II: 419,
436.
53. Umi Kalsum, 2004.
54. Bradley, 2010.
55. Abdullah, 2015: 124—125.
56. Al-BazdawƯ, 1963.
57. For more detail see: Jamaluddin, 2010.
58. Ronkel, 1913; Drewes, 1977 and Voorhoeve, 1955.
59. Ibid.
60. Idem, 1952: 91—99.
61. Tobing, 1956.
62. Hurgronje, 1924.
63. Wiktorowiɫz, 2006: 34.
64. Azra, 1995: 220.
65. Katkova, 2009.
66. Al-BazdawƯ, 1963: 241, II, 6f.
67. Massignon, 1922; Bernard, 1980.
68. Lewinstein, 1994.
69. Ibid.: 590—591.
70. Katkova, 2007.
71. Madelung, 1971/1985.
72. Al-Attas, 1988.
73. Drewes, 1977: 94—100.
74. Buehler, 1998.
75. Bruinessen, 1990.
76. Malik, 1997: 444.
77. Brukmayr, 2009.
78. Madelung, 1982.
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